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Abstract. Trust between two communicating peers is increasingly catching the
attention of the research community. Numerous trust models and trust
management protocols have been proposed to enable the task of establishing
trust between two communicating peers. In this paper, we enumerate all the
possible types of trust relationships between two peers in P2P communication,
with examples. Additionally, we discuss the conditions when a given trust
relationship between two peers is feasible.
Introduction
Trust has been analyzed from social and psychological perspectives [5] and has long
been a focal point of interpersonal relationships. Many of us use the word TRUSTin
our daily lives. However, trust has different interpretations and different meanings in
different contexts and domains.
In the literature, Marsh was the first person to introduce the concept of trust in
computer science [4]. He introduced the notion of trust in distributed artificial
intelligence.
In this paper, we focus on the possible trust relationships in peer-to-peer
communication. We discuss the conditions under which a given trust relationship is
feasible. This paper is organized as follows; Section 1 is brief introduction to trust, in
Section 2 we present the various possible trust relationships and Section 3 is the
summary of this paper along with future work.
2 Trust Relationships in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Communication
In this section we discuss with examples the various possible trust relationships in
peer-to-peer communication. In Section 2.1, we present a formal definition of what
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• The psychological type of the peers involved in the mutual trust
relationship [2,3];
• The outcome of the previous interactions between the peers in the
mutual trust relationship; and
• The degree of the trust recommended by the intermediate peer [1].
2.4 Group Trust Relationships
We define a group of peers as 'a collection of more than two peers who perform a set
of coherently related tasks and each peer in the group trusts every other peer in the
group, for a given context, at a given point in time '.
We define the binding between a peer and another peer/s, belonging to the same
group, which signifies the belief the other peer's capability or willingness to perform
an action at a given point in time as 'Group Trust Relationship'.
Unlike mutual trust relationships, group trust relationships can involve two or more
than two peers. The peers, however, must belong to the same group which is not the
case in mutual trust relationship.
We feel that trust relationship between two peers who belong to the same group is
a group trust relationship and not a mutual trust relationship. Additionally, we believe
that just like trust, groups are formed for a specific context. Two peers who are
members of a group for a specific context mayor may not be members of same group
for another context.
For example consider the following scenario:
Let us assume that we have a set of peers AI, A2, A3, A4 ..... AlO. Each peer
trusts the other peer for its authenticity at a given point in time. This set of peers
Al.: .... AlO is said to form a group where every peer in the group trusts the
authenticity of the other members of the group. The trust relationship between Al
and A3 is an example of group trust relationship and not mutual trust relationship.
If All, which is a new peer, joins this group and all the members in the group trust
All for its authenticity, then All becomes a member of the group for that context.
2.5 Federation Trust Relationships
For defining 'Federated Trust Relationships', we need to first define and explain what
we mean by Federated P2P Communication. We define Federated P2P
Communication as the communication that takes place between two or more than two
groups of peers.
As we mentioned in Section 2.4, the members in each of these groups are centered
on a set of coherent interest/s and the peers belonging to a group perform a specific
task. In Federated P2P Communication, a peer acts on behalf of the group to which it
belongs. If two peers are communicating with each other, it is analogous to two
distinct groups communicating with each other. The communication between the
groups of peers is regarded as Federated P2P Communication.
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that federation trust relationships may exist between two, or more than two, groups of
peers.
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